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The Chapter on Standardisation in The Chapter on Standardisation in 
ContextContext

The HCG’s chapter on standardisation agreements 
recognises the generally procompetitive nature of 
standardisation and IPR

Contrary to some doomsayers’ forebodings, 
standardisation has not been beset by systemic competitive 
concerns requiring fundamental overhaul of standard-setting 
processes

For these reasons, the HCG neither represent a major sea 
change from existing applicable principles, nor will they 
require any major modifications to the procedures governing 
most private standard-setting organisations (SSOs)
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Positive Principles (1)Positive Principles (1)

Economic benefits of standardEconomic benefits of standard--setting: setting: HCG recognise that standardisation HCG recognise that standardisation 
agreements agreements ““usually produce significant positive economic effectsusually produce significant positive economic effects””. (. (¶ 263) 263) 
EffectsEffects--based analysis of standardisation agreements:based analysis of standardisation agreements: assessment of assessment of 
competitive effects of standardisation agreement requires analyscompetitive effects of standardisation agreement requires analysis of is of 
competition between standards and competition between standardiscompetition between standards and competition between standardised and ed and 
nonnon--standardised products. (standardised products. (¶¶ 277, 293, 296)277, 293, 296)
Standardisation may restrict competition only in the presence ofStandardisation may restrict competition only in the presence of market market 
power: power: HCG clearly acknowledge that, HCG clearly acknowledge that, ““in the absence of market power, a in the absence of market power, a 
standardisation agreement is not capable of producing restrictivstandardisation agreement is not capable of producing restrictive effects on e effects on 
competitioncompetition””. (. (¶ 277)277)
No presumption that (i) a standard constitutes a barrier to entrNo presumption that (i) a standard constitutes a barrier to entry; (ii) y; (ii) 
standardstandard--setting creates or increases market power;  or (iii) essential Isetting creates or increases market power;  or (iii) essential IPR PR 
confer market power on its owner. confer market power on its owner. ((¶ 269)269)
No general requirement to provide access on FRAND terms: No general requirement to provide access on FRAND terms: access to a access to a 
standard on FRAND terms is not a general requirement of EU compestandard on FRAND terms is not a general requirement of EU competition law. tition law. 
((¶ 294)294)
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Positive Principles (2)Positive Principles (2)
No presumption of restriction of competition outside safeNo presumption of restriction of competition outside safe--harbour:harbour: if if 
rules of rules of SSOSSO do not satisfy conditions necessary to benefit from safedo not satisfy conditions necessary to benefit from safe--
harbour created by HCG, there is nevertheless no presumption thaharbour created by HCG, there is nevertheless no presumption that any t any 
standardisation agreements adopted by that SSO will restrict comstandardisation agreements adopted by that SSO will restrict competition. In petition. In 
such circumstances, a selfsuch circumstances, a self--assessment will be required. (assessment will be required. (¶ 279)279)
Blanket IPR disclosure acceptable under safeBlanket IPR disclosure acceptable under safe--harbour: harbour: no need for SSO no need for SSO 
members to identify specific IPR claims or applications in ordermembers to identify specific IPR claims or applications in order for for SSOsSSOs’’ IPR IPR 
polices to benefit from safepolices to benefit from safe--harbour. (harbour. (¶ 286)286)
Patent searches not required to benefit from safe harbour: Patent searches not required to benefit from safe harbour: HCG explicitly HCG explicitly 
acknowledge that IPR policies do not need to require full patentacknowledge that IPR policies do not need to require full patent searches in searches in 
order to benefit from safeorder to benefit from safe--harbour. harbour. ““GoodGood--faithfaith”” disclosure based on disclosure based on 
““reasonable endeavoursreasonable endeavours”” is sufficient. (is sufficient. (¶ 286)286)
Belated IPR disclosure not necessarily problematic: Belated IPR disclosure not necessarily problematic: although legal although legal 
consequencesconsequences of belated disclosure of IPR are not explicitly dealt with, a of belated disclosure of IPR are not explicitly dealt with, a 
reasonable interpretation of spirit of relevant provisions suggereasonable interpretation of spirit of relevant provisions suggests that such sts that such 
belated disclosure will not be a problem provided IPR holder hasbelated disclosure will not be a problem provided IPR holder has (i) acted in (i) acted in 
good faith and (ii) given a blanket FRAND commitment prior to adgood faith and (ii) given a blanket FRAND commitment prior to adoption of option of 
standard. (standard. (¶¶ 285, 286)285, 286)
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Concerns (1)Concerns (1)

Absence of a consistent body of decisions, tested in Court rulings, from 
which Commission could have drawn sufficient experience, and which 
could inform market actors’ self-assessment.
Lack of context or definition of certain types of conduct characterised as 

anticompetitive:
E.g. “hold-up”, “excess rents” (¶ 269), “lock-in” (¶ 287).

Uncertainties: 
Commission states that revision of standardisation chapter draws “on 
recent case related experience in the field”.
Only case to have resulted in formal decision (albeit commitment), 
Rambus, concerned alleged “patent ambush”.
Surprisingly, legal standard – if any – under which “patent ambush”
would be assessed under EU competition law is not described in 
HCG.
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Concerns (2) Concerns (2) –– Art 102Art 102

“In case of a dispute, the assessment of whether fees 
charged for access to IPR in the standard-setting context are 
unfair or unreasonable should be based on whether the fees 
bear a reasonable relationship to the economic value of the 
IPR.” (¶ 289)

“High royalty fees can only be qualified as excessive if the 
conditions for an abuse of a dominant position as set out in 
Article 102 of the Treaty and the case-law of the Court of 
Justice of the European Union are fulfilled. See for example 
Case 27/76, United Brands, [1978] ECR 207.” (fn 106)

In essence, HCG propose excessive pricing test to 
determine whether royalties satisfy FRAND commitment.
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Art 102Art 102

No substantive guidance on alleged exploitative conduct 
offered hitherto by Commission, merely guidance on 
enforcement priorities relating to exclusionary conduct 
(Guidance Paper).

It is surprising that Commission should seek to develop Art 
102 policy in Art 101 guidelines.

More importantly, it is questionable whether legal standard 
for the assessment of unilateral conduct relating to the 
exercise of standard-essential IPR proposed in HCG is 
correct.  
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Art 102 Art 102 –– Excessive Pricing Test is Excessive Pricing Test is 
Inappropriate Inappropriate 

FRAND commitment is contractual in nature: it is not governed by competition 
law.

According to well-established EU case law, “exercise of an exclusive right by 
the owner may, in exceptional circumstances, involve abusive conduct” (C-
418/01, IMS Health, ¶ 35). 

A dominant firm does not abuse its dominant position merely by refusing to 
license IPR for a reasonable royalty unless three cumulative conditions are 
satisfied, namely that such refusal (i) prevents the emergence of a new product 
for which there is potential consumer demand; (ii) is unjustified and; (iii) is such 
as to exclude any competition on a secondary market (IMS Health, ¶ 38).

A fortiori, Art 102 will compel a dominant firm to license IPR under certain terms 
only where such exceptional circumstances are present. 

There can be no presumption of any foreclosure preventing the development of 
a secondary market merely because of the standardisation process.

From a policy perspective, turning licensing disputes in standardised industries 
into competition claims, and competition agencies and courts into IPR price 
regulators, will increase costs and risks for IPR owners and reduce incentives to 
invest in R&D. 


